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Information requirements
An application must be accompanied by the following information as appropriate:
A copy of title for the subject land and a copy of any registered restrictive covenant.
A copy of the relevant planning permit and approved plans for the development.
A layout plan, drawn to scale and fully dimensioned showing:
–

The location, shape and size of the site.

–

The location of any existing buildings, car parking areas and private open space.

–

The location, shape and size of the proposed lots to be created.

–

The location of any easements on the subject land.

–

The location and details of any significant vegetation.

–

The location of the approved stormwater discharge point.

–

Any abutting roads.

–

The location of any street trees, poles, pits and other street furniture.

–

Existing and proposed vehicle access to the lots.

–

Any loading bays and vehicle standing areas.

–

Any waste storage areas.

–

Any proposed common property to be owned by a body corporate and the lots participating
in the body corporate.

For the subdivision of existing buildings and car parking spaces, a copy of the occupancy permit
or a certificate of final inspection for the development.
For the subdivision of land into two lots with an approved development currently under
construction, evidence that the construction has commenced.
If common property is proposed, an explanation of why the common property is required.
If the land is in an area where reticulated sewerage is not provided, a plan which shows the
location of any existing effluent disposal area for each lot or a land assessment which
demonstrates that each lot is capable of treating and retaining all wastewater in accordance
with the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters of Victoria) under the Environment
Protection Act 1970.
For land in an overlay, a written statement that describes how the proposal responds to any
statement of significance, objectives or requirements specified in the schedule to the overlay.
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Decision guidelines
In assessing an application the responsible authority must consider as appropriate:
The suitability of the subdivision including how the layout and dimensions of the subdivision:
–

Are consistent with the approved plans and conditions of any relevant planning permit for
the development.

–

Are consistent with the layout of existing buildings and car parking spaces on the land.

–

Appropriately accommodate any existing waste storage areas.

–

Appropriately accommodate any existing loading bay and vehicle storage area.
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–

Appropriately accommodate significant vegetation.

–

Appropriately accommodate existing or proposed easements on the lots.

–

Appropriately accommodate the provision of utility services to each lot.

–

Appropriately accommodate the siting of buildings having regard to safety and the risk of
spread of fire.

If the land is in an area where reticulated sewerage is not provided to each lot, whether the
layout of the subdivision accommodates the effluent disposal area for each lot.
For the subdivision of existing buildings and car parking spaces, whether each new lot, other
than common property, contains an existing building, part of an existing building or a car
parking space.
Whether the provision and location of common property is appropriate for the purpose for
which the land is to be commonly held.
Whether any public open space contribution is required under Clause 53.01 of this scheme or
under Section 18 of the Subdivision Act 1988.
The statement of significance and the objectives contained in the schedule to the overlay and
whether the subdivision will adversely affect that significance or the objectives.
Whether the proposal meets any requirements specified in the overlay or the schedule to the
overlay.
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